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I love the rain. Since I grew up in Pennsylvania,
experiencing rain is a heart’s homecoming. Rain, unlike the sun
which only has a few points on a cloudy to bright scale, has a
plethora of  unpredictable nuances and elicited emotions. You can
be mellowed by a west coast drizzle, be enlivened by a deluge
soon thereafter and experience many levels in between in a brief
period of  time. Its diversity draws me in.

What I like most about rain is its undeterminable mystery
and the metaphor of  God’s presence it embodies. God can gently
surround us as an enclosing light mist. God can also wake us from
sleep and shake the foundation of  “my” life. Christ likens himself
to living water. I like to think of  rain as Living water, the presence
of  God, necessary for Life, a Mystery required for the survival
and life of  each and every cell.

It was a wet summer in the North woods. Wilderness
Wind needed it. It was one of  those summers where the presence
of  God soaked into the driest, desert-like places. Sigurd Olson’s
description of  being in a tent when it rains is fitting, “As I lay
there, I too seemed to expand and grow, became part of  the
lushness and the rain itself  and all of  the thirsty life about me.”
The drenching resulted in a knowing acknowledgement of  God’s
presence. Oh, there are stresses here as there are elsewhere. It is
simply that the presence of God brought about many moments
of  beautiful abundance and quizzical soul searching. The presence
of  God rained in the unexplainable convergence of  having both a
full-season cook and maintenance person (a first in Wilderness
Wind’s history) and that being topped off  with a gardener/camp
assistant, and two fine trip leaders. The Mystery continued when
complete strangers invited us to use their sauna for the paddle-a-
thon celebration while they weren’t home; a new partnership
developed with a program serving inner-city youth; paddlers, even
wet ones, exclaimed at the marvel of  their wilderness souljourn;
volunteers, new and returning, arrived just when we needed their
specific skills; and despite the expanseof  Burntside Lake on visits
during storm or glass-like reflection, I was welcomed by a loon
just off  the shore. Living Water, ever-present, expanding life.

Next time it rains, take off  your shoes, go outside, hold
out your hands and lift your face to the blessings of  the sky. Allow
God to nurture, envelop, douse, whatever is offered. Take the
time, and you will want more of  the mystery of  Water. Give the
mystery of  Water time, and It will want more of  you.

         -Kathy Landis, Executive Director, Newton, KS

Contemplation with Rainy Birdsong
Jeff  Gundy

1.
When it stops raining, the loons will barely notice.
When it stops raining my boots will start to dry.

When the rain stops maybe I’ll remember
that the fight in the heart is not to complain

unless it’s really someone’s fault, that the fight is
to notice the line made by water dripping from the rope

that holds up the tarp that keeps us sort of  dry

2.
The rain will stop and we’ll wish it would rain.
It will rain again when we don’t want rain

and I’ll walk with my sweetie and just as I am
thinking how beautiful she is she will complain

about her hair frizzing everywhere, and I will say
that it foams around her face like an  angel’s.

3.
When it rains the low camp bird will come out
unhappy to search among the roots and stones,

and the white-throated sparrow whose song
is common as air in these trees will sing it

like it’s never been  heard before
and will be lost forever when he lets it go.

To read more poems and stories form the writer’s
retreat, visit www.wildernesswind.wordpress.com



Away from the “real August”
Most years come August, those of  us living in the Twin Cities fitfully fall asleep in the heat dreaming of  the cool

air Up North. We dream of  the rustle of  cooling breezes, the call of  the loons on chilly lakes and a break from the dusty,
humid, dirty atmosphere of  urban living. It was with this respite in mind that my family scheduled a family vacation at the
Lakeside Cabins this past August. My parents and sister traveled in from Colorado and joined my wife, Nikki, and our two
small children, Linus, 2 ½, and Freya, 9 months, for a week of  paddling, swimming, fishing and relaxing. What were the
odds that we would have picked the hottest week all summer for our “break from the heat?”

Despite the fact that the temperatures at Wilderness Wind(WW) and Ely were in the upper 80’s and low 90’s the
week we were there, the cabins provided us a great place for three-generation relaxing and bonding. My parents had never
been to northern Minnesota and had the chance to explore the splendor of  nature that surrounds WW. We spent the week
with almost no agenda, letting each day play itself  out unexpectedly. We took numerous canoe excursions across the lake,
sat in the Adirondack chairs reading books, introduced fishing to Linus (he even caught his first fish – a six inch small-
mouthed bass) and mostly just enjoyed a break from the daily grind that inevitably takes over our lives. As a stay-at-home
dad, my break came from having many hands to help with the children, and my parents enjoyed a solid block of  time to
spend with the grandkids that live so far away. My sister, who had lived with us while attending law school in St. Paul, was
able to again wake up with her nephew (and her niece, who was born after she graduated) and take him out swimming
nearly everyday.

We made a few excursions into Ely, but found, not surprisingly, that we really wanted to be by the lake and away
from the noise and traffic of  civilization. Every evening, we’d listen to the loons and watch the sunset across the lake, and
even if  it was surprisingly warm, we felt worlds away from the “real August” a couple hundred miles down south.

- Adam Nafziger, MN

Campers share their stories ....
Of  the 2009 Lakeside guests, 45% were multigenerational families. Read their reflections below:

Navigating their way on Armstrong Lake. L-R:
Clark Baldwin, Joseph Aharoni, Callan Baldwin,
Jenna Baldwin, Gene Hackney. Photo by
Meagan Baldwin.
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It’s like a fresh breeze
Our vacations to the Boundary Waters, Armstrong Lake, and Wilderness Wind have been repeated a number of

times since the early nineties.
It’s like a fresh breeze getting away from our busy work schedules, running here, going there, and making time for

everything, television, news, and telephones.  Relaxing and enjoying the quietness and beauty of  the northern Minnesota
area is what brings us back to this place.  Watching an eagle soaring overhead or dive for a fish in the lake, listening to the
night sounds of  a loon calling or just watching them swimming with their young ones, gorgeous sunrises and sunsets,
looking up at the brilliant star spangled night sky allows us to think more horizontally and vertically beyond our normal
lifestyle.

Watching the grandchildren learn how to fish, canoe, or kayak, cooking over an open campfire, and spending time
together as family are special times. The whispering breezes from this incredible place show us how much God loves us
and all that God has given us to enjoy.  Wilderness Wind has helped make it possible for our family to create many
wonderful lasting memories.

Great are the works of  the Lord; they are studied by all who delight in them.  Splendid and majestic is His work;
and His righteousness endures forever.  He has made His wonders to be remembered.  Ps. 111:2,3,4. NASB

-Dale and Arlene Hershberger and Family, MO

Wilderness Wind mailings via email
To cut down the amount of  resources used and waste created by Wilder-
ness Wind, the newsletter and other mailings can now be sent to you via
email. To be added to the email list, please send a note to
kathy@wildernesswind.org or send a note through the contact page at:
www.wildernesswind.org

I went to three camps this summer but Wilderness
Wind was my favorite.  - 11year old lakeside guest
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Mirrored experiences, years apart
My first encounter with Wilderness Wind was in 1995 when I was 9 years old. Mike and Erin Gieser Schrock (my

uncle and aunt), along with my parents decided to wrestle up their energetic and ornery pack of  kids (all between the ages
of  6 and 12) and organize a family canoe/camping trip. Apparently all I needed to know was that there would be kids my
age to run around with and fish to eat. Funny to think that 13 years later, these same two factors were just as enticing.

My memories of  the first trip are of  us cousins dancing and singing as we climbed over rocks alongside the lakes,
blatantly disregarding our parent’s annoyance as we belted out the Indiana Jones theme song. Of  course family bonding
occurred throughout the trip, but I also found, even at nine, the surrounding silence an incredible refuge.

I chose to return to Wilderness Wind this past spring through a May-term class offered at Goshen College.
Though very physically demanding it was well worth the challenge. It wasn’t until this second visit that I realized the
amount of  physical resilience, energy, and patience our parents must have relied on to enable us to experience this
beautiful place. I’m impressed by how they managed to hall multiple packs and canoes through portages, trailed by
miniature limbs and voices.

This summer every entrance onto the lakes was welcomed by the crunching sounds of  GORP and the unspoken
gratitude as we glided across the next stretch of  glassy cold water. The textures and colors offered at every bend will be
perpetually etched in my mind; though sadly not in my sketchbook.

Wilderness Wind was the first experience I had in which I was invited into and intrigued by the striking possibility
of  nature seemingly untouched by the consumptive society surrounding it.  I continue to ponder my role in preserving and
sustaining this wild and beautiful place called Earth. Upon my return to Goshen I moved through a perplexing array of
emotions due to the amount of  noise that stung my ears and the constant movement around me. My eyes had trouble
adjusting to the gaps on the horizon where trees should have been. After this initial shock, I readjusted , but the ideas and
reflections from my experiences in the wilderness will remain and continue to guide me.     - Britta Albrecht,IN

A father and son journey in the wilderness
Last summer, Greg and I had a  backpacking trip to the Rockies cut short by a mountain biking accident.  Greg

had some trepidations about returning out west, so I suggested the Boundary Waters as a way to fulfill our desire to share
some sort of  wilderness adventure together. I looked forward to doing a wilderness canoe trip with Greg, as an
opportunity for Greg and I to grow closer.

We were certainly presented with some challenging conditions and I was really very impressed to see how everyone
worked together. In addition, everyone had a positive attitude and was ready and willing to meet whatever challenges we
had to face.  Due to some equipment problems, we decided to come out a half  a day early.  This required a fairly long day
of  canoeing and portaging.  While Greg likes to boast that at 16 years he’s now taller than me (6 foot 3 inches) he is still a
bean pole.  He could carry the canoe or the pack but not both.  Thus, I did most of  the canoe carrying on our trip out.
But he was a great help guiding me over rough or uneven spots along the trails and we had lots of  fun playing music or
band name games as we canoed through the rain and drizzle.

The Boundary Waters are an incredible and rugged wilderness.  Next time, Greg and I would love to return for a
longer trip into some of  the more remote areas. -Earl Dubin, NY

I enjoyed learning from the individuals in the group. While at the first campsite on Basswood Lake I discovered
that Marlan knew a lot about mushrooms and that Rob was a wilderness fanatic and a master wood chopper.  However, in
the midst of  this diversity I learned that everyone was traveling in the wilderness with a shared goal: to become closer to
God.  All of  the interactions that the group had with the wild reminded me more and more how blessed we really are.

-Greg Dubin, NY

The Goshen May-term group at the top of  Warrior
Hill. Front Row (L-R): Val Hershberger and Nate
Manning. Back Row (L-R) Phil Hosler, Maria Byler,
John Shetler, Joe King, Britta Albrecht. Missing:
Nate West and Caleb Kitchell.

Britta and her extended family in 1995. Back Row (L-R): Earl Dubin, Marlan
Kaufman, Greg Dubin, Rob Claassen, David
Janssen, Ed Kauffman, Kneeling (L-R): Kari
Stauss , Teresa Wasick, Susan Mershon



Reservations for 2010
Lakeside Cabins/Yurt Rentals

There are openings for groups or individuals to rent Lakeside cabins during the upcoming season. In addition to
the four cabins at the lake, a yurt has been built that will house up to 10 people. The yurt is a beautiful structure inside and
out and can be enjoyed by an individual, couple, family or group.
Canoe Trip Reservations

Come explore the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, slow down your pace by canoeing the lakes, and find
your spirit renewed. There are so many reasons why you should schedule a canoe trip for this upcoming summer. We look
forward to hearing from you.

Please contact us with any questons about the Lakside cabins and yurt, or the Wilderness Wind canoe trips.
For more information, or to make a reservation, call Kathy Landis at 316-217-1129 or send an email to
kathy@wildernesswind.org. There is also more information on the web site: www.wildernesswind.org.
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Stay tuned (check the web site www.wildernesswind.org  and the January annual report) for details about 2010
retreats that anyone can join.  Plans are underway for a Lakeside writer’s retreat with Jeff  Gundy and Julia Spicher
Kasdorf.  Dates will be determined in April. The Wilderness survival skills canoe trip will be guided by Cheryl
Mast. A fall quilters/creator’s retreat at the Lakeside cabins is also being planned for late September or early
October.  If  you have questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact Kathy Landis at 316-217-1129 or
send an email to kathy@wildernesswind.org.

Programmed Retreats

With help from the Oak
Grove Endowment Fund,

heaters were installed in
three Lakeside cabins.

This year we extended the
season with a Quilter’s

Retreat. The quilt (right) will
be quilted at the Retreat

and donated to Mennonite
Central Committee to raise

money for relief.
Photo by Kathy Landis.

Drawing by Susan Mershon.

The warmth of  the yurt
created a wonderful retreat. The

song of  the birds, the breath of  the
wind, and the gentle sound of rain

enter almost as if  there were no
barrier between inside and out.

- Lakeside guest, 2009

Away from the technology of  cell phones and computers, and the creature
comforts of  running water and electricity and in the wilderness with other

like-minded folk was encouraging, rejuvenating and a retreat from daily life.
 - Marnetta Bradford, Writer’s Retreat Participant, PA

An interior view of  the Yurt at Lakeside. Photo
by Kathy Landis.



Wilderness Wind nurtures relationships with God and creation
through wilderness living which promotes

spirituality, cooperation, and environmental sustainability.
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Available Staff Positions in 2010
Whether interested in trip logistics and administration, building and grounds maintenance, or discovering all

the back bays and rivers of the Boundary Waters, Wilderness Wind has a position for you. In 2010 we are looking to
fill the following staff positions:

• Trip Leaders (2-3 months): Each summer Wilderness Wind need 3-5 trip leaders who are excited to
learn about and grow in leadership skills. Trip leaders teach and empower canoe trip participants as they
journey through the wilderness.
• Buildings and Grounds Director (1-4 months): This person cares for on going maintenance of
buildings and grounds. You may find yourself building a woodshed, repairing roofs, installing flooring,
or building a small greenhouse or solar oven.
• Head Cook (1-3 months): Wilderness Wind is looking for someone who enjoys cooking and is
interested in preparing food that is healthy and wholesome. This job includes planning the menu,
organizing and managing the kitchen, aiding in food packing for trips, and ordering food from local
vendors and national cooperatives.
• Program Director (3 months): Provide leadership of trip logistics and staffing, lead trips, and develop
program resources for campers and staff.
• Gardener (1-3 months): Plant seeds, transplant seedlings, weed and harvest as we extend the growing
season with a hoop house and hot boxes. Gardens are located at Lakeside and Pine Ridge.
• Lynx (1-3 months): Variety is the name of the game as you help each facet of camp run smoothly. You
will assist in the kitchen and office, welcome guests, organize, clean and bring leadership to other tasks
as interested.
The above positions are all very important to the success of a summer at Wilderness Wind. Come and join

the Wilderness Wind team. For more information visit the web site at www.wildernesswind.org. To request an
application or to pursue your questions, please contact Kathy Landis at 316-217-1129 or send an email to
kathy@wildernesswind.org.

Kathy Landis, Greg Thiessen, Matt Thomas, Susan Mershon,
Anna Weaverdyck, and Liz Rempel enjoy the sunset together

on the staff  training canoe trip. Photo by Matt Thomas.

Where else do you have the
opportunity to grow
spiritually, paddle, create, and
explore the wilderness?

- staff, 2009

Drawing by Susan Mershon.
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To date the Paddle-a-thon has raised $16,061 for Wilderness
Wind. The paddlers included staff, board members and
community members. Start thinking about next year, we’d love
to have you join in on the fun of  this event. (Paddlers from
LtoR: Zeb Holsopple, Susan Mershon, Greg Thiessen, Donna
Minter, Anna Weaverdyck, Liz Rempel, Elizabeth Heiks, Matt
Thomas, Aubrey Helmuth, Mary Ruth Kamp, Ed Kauffman,
and Marshall King.) Photo by Steve Zoss.

Volunteer positions for 2010
Make a world of  difference in a week or for the whole summer. While none of  these are full-time, they can be

combined with these and other tasks. To speak with someone about your interest and your questions, please call Kathy
Landis at 316-217-1129 or email her at kathy@wildernesswind.org. Wilderness Wind needs assistance in these areas
throughout the summer.

• Pastor/spiritual director: Provide leadership to quiet time and group reflections.
• Lakeside host(ess)/housekeeper: Prepare the cabins, welcome guests and provide information about
local points of interest.
• Driver: We transport 30-40 groups in the course of  the summer. Driving groups is a unique way to hear
stories and share in the fun without ever having to portage.
• Kitchen assistant: Enjoy the energy in the kitchen as you create, bake and pack trip meals.
• Maintenance assistant: Projects can be set to fit your interests and skill level.

Wish list
• Microwave oven
• Computer – lap top perhaps
• Refrigerator – two are needed
• Volunteers
• A fleet of  lightweight canoes
• Funds for:

-   gear replacement
-   necessary repair of  roofs,
     electrical lines and driveway
-   composting toilets and waterlines
    for several Lakeside cabins

• Grant writer
• Couch/hide-a-bed
• Hand towels and kitchen towel sets
• Caregivers for disabilities week

Steve and Julie Zoss volunteered at Wilderness
Wind for the first time through SOOP (Service
Opportunities for Older People). They wrote about
their time volunteering on the blog (see the Aug.16
post). www.wildernesswind.wordpress.com
Photo by Kathy Landis

The staff  were caring and
we enjoyed the variety in
our days. We went home
and made steps to simplify

our lives.  - volunteer, 2009

Every creature is a witness to God’s power
and omnipotence; and its beauty is a
witness to the divine wisdom...Every

creature participates in some way in the
likeness of  the Divine Essence.

                - Thomas Aquinas



W i l d e r n e s s  W i n d  i s  a  n o n p r o f i t  c o r p o r a t i o n  t h a t  h a s  a  
2 0 - a c r e  b a s e  c a m p  a n d  3 .5  a c r e s  o f  L a k e s i d e  p r o p e r t y  
l o c a t e d  c l o s e  t o  E l y ,  M i n n e s o t a .  W i l d e r n e s s  W i n d  i s  a  
m e m b e r  o f  M e n n o n i t e  C a m p i n g  A s s o c i a t i o n  a n d  t h e  

C e n t r a l  P l a i n s  M e n n o n i t e  C o n f e r e n c e .  
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The frog does not drink up
the pond in which he lives.

- Indian Proverb

Sustainability at Wilderness Wind (or, “where are the paper towels?”)
At Wilderness Wind, we ask guests to do some things that may stretch their comfort zone.  New concepts for

many include composting food scraps, reusing Ziploc bags, and using vault toilets with no running water.  Why do we go
to the trouble?

This is sustainability in action at Wilderness Wind. It is an expression of  faith and relationship. The Christian faith
teaches that humans are a part of  God’s creation and have a special role as stewards of  the Earth.  Each individual person
is in a web of  relationships: with God, with other people, and with all of  creation.  Wilderness Wind seeks to foster all
three types of  relationship. By providing space for reflection and discussion on spirituality, we encourage relationship with
God. By promoting cooperation on trips, we aim to build community between participants. We grow as a team by
addressing physical and logistical challenges and hope to create space for participants to share themselves in deep
conversation.  By experiencing the natural world in the beautiful, unbroken Boundary Waters, we hope that people are
inspired to take actions that sustain Earth for all life.  Wilderness Wind tries to be a fertile place to grow these
relationships.

Working toward sustainability involves examining Wilderness Wind’s Earth-impact in our food supply, waste
management and reduction, and usage of  water, energy and building materials.

Regarding food, in summer 2009 WW employed a Gardener for the first time.  Gardens at our two sites were
expanded with an asparagus garden, new raised beds, and a raised bed hoop-house (hothouse).  We enjoyed our own tasty
greens, kohlrabi,cabbage, peas and garlic from the gardens. We also purchased many organic foods and locally grown
lettuce and milk.  We brought five chickens to camp, and they eagerly helped eat our compost and supplied us with
delicious eggs.

To address waste, we compost, recycle, and reuse many items. Worm bins are a key part of  our composting
system.  Special red worms devour food scraps.  Keeping our worms indoors is important. If  bears become too familiar
with human food scraps they are often killed. Worms care for our composting needs and the bears’ longevity.
Composting and vault toilets, which consume no water, greatly reduce our water consumption. Energy for heating the
staff  house and the guest yurt comes from wood stoves, which run on abundant scraps from our woodshop and felled
trees.  We use an energy and water efficient clothes-washer, and most of  the time the sun dries our laundry. Materials and
purchasing is another big factor. WW makes an effort to purchase local lumber for our building projects and also buys
rugged backpacks from an Ely family business/manufacturer.

In summary, Wilderness Wind’s actions are rooted in an understanding of  our relationship with God, humankind,
and all creation. Past WW staff  and campers have given their creative input to devise the camp systems in place today.
Some of  these solutions seem easy (composting) and others more laborious (chickens).  Some of  the choices intersect
with thriftiness (air drying our clothes) and others can seem more expensive (buying local or organic foods).  However, the
true costs and benefits of  our actions must be measured not just in dollars but in stewardship.  Some of  our ideas may
work for staff  or participants at home, and some may not. Still, we hope to inspire creativity and to promote an attitude
that increases the health of  not only the Boundary Waters but Earth itself  and all its creatures.

- Susan Mershon, MA

Matt Thomas and the
chicken coop he built
this summer.
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Wilderness Wind on the World Wide Web (www)
Just a reminder to visit the Wilderness Wind Blog. Many different perspectives have been shared this summer

from staff, to volunteers, and campers too. The blog will continue to be updated throughout the upcoming months.
The blog address is: www.wildernesswind.wordpress.com

Wilderness Wind also gets the benefit of  being an organization that recieves donations through Good Search
and Good Shop. With every search you do and every purchase you make, a portion goes to Wilderness Wind.  See
www.goodsearch.com for more information on these two options. (Disclaimer: We are not encouraging you to
purchase products you do not need, but rather to utilize this resource for already planned purchases.)

218-365-5873
www.wildernesswind.org

This year Wilderness Wind was able to partner with Big City Mountaineers (BCM) to help them achieve their
mission of  “transforming at-risk” urban youth. Bernie Rupe, BCM’s regional manager said, “Wilderness Wind was an
amazing partner this year.  The staff  was very friendly and welcoming to each of  our groups and accomodated our needs.
Thanks, Wilderness Wind, we could not have impacted our youth the way we did without you.”  To find out more about
Big City Mountaineers, visit their web site:  www.bigcitymountaineers.org

Wilderness Wind and Big City Mountaineers as partners

A few of  the boys with Big City Mountaineers
help each other bridge a canoe for portaging.
Photo courtesy of  Big City Mountaineers.(Left)

A Big City Mountaineer group enjoys
homemade ice cream made by the

Wilderness Wind staff  as they celebrate a week
of  learning and growth.

Photo by Susan Mershon.(Right)


